mijin Blockchain Introductory Support
Package Announced
- “mijin PoC Pack” to be Available from August 1st TOKYO – July 31, 2018 – Today Tech Bureau Holdings, Corp., a fintech and cryptocurrency
solutions company, announced that, so that even more entities and organizations may have an
opportunity to utilize its “mijin v.1” private blockchain solution, from August 1st (Wednesday), it
shall move to commence the provision of the “mijin PoC Pack.” The pack itself represents a
comprehensive support tool that shall allow all interested parties the opportunity to fully experience
mijin, from initially considering the introduction of the software, through to preparing the
announcement of any validation results.

As a private blockchain solution, to date “mijin v. 1” has built up a proud record of being provided to
more than 300 different companies and organizations. Furthermore, it boasts the advantage of being
capable of use immediately after installation, there being no need for requirement definitions.
However, in that one of its unique characteristics is that it can sometimes prove difficult to form an
image of how it might be employed, there have also been cases of mijin’s non-introduction despite
there being a strong desire to use it. Accordingly, to address and overcome such issues, the “mijin
PoC Pack” has been designed to make Proof-of-Concept Testing processes both less pricey and
quicker.
Tech Bureau Holdings, Corp., even before its spin-off when still trading as Tech Bureau, Corp., had
since its founding raised as its mission “the creation of the token economy,” and it had worked to
support the introduction of blockchain technologies into the businesses of numerous entities. What is
more, in that 2018 has been positioned as a critical year for the earnest commercialization of the
blockchain, the company has moved to publish mijin v.2 (Catapult)as open-source software, and to
proactively introduce new services such as cloud-based BaaS, etc.
By utilizing the “mijin PoC Pack,” by ploughing through the stages of training, consideration,
proving, evaluation and the announcement of any validation results, the software aims to realize
whatever future is offered by the token economy as quickly as possible by having users experience
both the three functions integral to the token economy that mijin v.1 possesses, and by increasing the
value thereof by having them announced to the world.
*The three functions being the distributed ledger system, multi-asset management, and multi-signature
technology.

Details of the “mijin PoC Pack”
The “mijin PoC Pack” represents a consulting plan that can easily be introduced approximately three
months or more, including time being set aside for Proof-of-Concept Testing of a private blockchain
environment.
(Steps)

<Content Provided>
Planning Phase (1st Month)
-

The provision of token economy training (of approximately two hours in duration), and the provision
of the blockchain application, etc.

Testing Phase (2nd Month)
-

The provision of support and consulting services, etc., during the conducting of Proof-of-Concept
Testing.

Reporting Phase (3rd Month)
-

The preparation of documentation and the releasing of press releases, along with the holding of
seminars by Tech Bureau Holdings, Corp., etc.

<Environment Provided>
-

A total of five nodes
A choice between the creation of an on-premise environment, or the utilization of the cloud
environment of Tech Bureau Holdings, Corp. (on Azure).

<Implementation Price>
-

Available from 3 million JPY (excluding tax)
Whereby it is decided to utilize the cloud environment of Tech Bureau Holdings, Corp., the related
infrastructure expenses shall be calculated separately.

<Notes>
-

Concerning the content of what is to be implemented and the timeline involved therein, it shall be
possible to make additions and changes in accordance with customer circumstances.
It should be noted that the prices at which services are to be provided may vary in accordance with the
content thereof.

About Tech Bureau Holdings, Group
Tech Bureau Holdings, Corp. and Tech Bureau, Corp., fintech and cryptocurrency group companies

in Japan, the U.S., and Europe, develop software and services for blockchain technology. As a team
and as a group, we have developed; mijin, a private blockchain software; and Zaif, a Bitcoin and
cryptocurrency exchange platform. Tech Bureau Holdings and Tech Bureau recently launched a
one-stop solution, COMSA, which provides companies with consultation, expertise, and solutions to
support their very own ICOs and implementations of blockchain technology into their businesses.
For more information, please see the following URLs:
Zaif —https://zaif.jp/
mijin —http://mijin.io/en/
COMSA —https://comsa.io/en/
Press contact, Tech Bureau: Aoki / pr@techbureau.com/ +81–3–4530–0344

About NEM.io Foundation Ltd
ABOUT THE NEM Foundation Ltd NEM.io Foundation is registered in Singapore, operating
globally. It was launched to promote NEM’s blockchain technology worldwide. It is one of the most
well-funded and successful blockchain technology projects in the cryptocurrency industry.
For more information, please visit: www.nem.io
Press contact, NEM.io: NEM@transform.PR / +1-415-595-2030
All product and company names herein may be trademarks of their registered owners.
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